
  

 

 

 
 

Overview 

 

Equity markets have made modest headway this year in total return terms. In capital terms the FTSE 100 

has not made any progress since the start of the year ending the month at 6,230 having started the year 

at 6,242 and having finished April at 6,241.Whilst there has been no capital return investors have received 

around 2% in dividends so far this year.   

 

Oil prices are rebounding and have approached $50 per barrel. In consequence oil and basic materials 

stocks have continued to rally and this has presented a headwind to our carefully selected UK Equity 

Income funds because of their low or zero allocations to these sectors. We retain our long term conviction 

in their positioning and avoidance of these more volatile sectors. We have had some very insightful 

meetings in the last month, including with Stephen Lamacraft of Woodford Equity Income and Jacob de 

Tusch-Lec of Artemis Global Income.  

 

UK 

 

UK markets are effectively in limbo until the European referendum takes place. Our asset allocation 

remains unchanged because we believe our long term positioning will ultimately bear fruit regardless of 

the outcome of the referendum as it is based on exposure to high quality, cash generative companies, 

most of which are large cap multinationals deriving a proportion of revenues from outside the UK and 

Europe. Analysis of currency data reveals that Sterling weakened significantly in the last quarter of 2015 

and the first quarter of 2016 against other major currencies but has tracked sideways since then.  

 

According to the latest Henderson Global Dividend Index report UK dividends fell 5% to $16.4 billion in 

the first quarter of 2016, in contrast to the global trend, which saw dividends rise 2.2% to $218.4 billion. 

Excluding special dividends, this translated into a 0.7% underlying growth rate in the UK and 3.1% 

globally. Dividend cuts in the commodities and banking sector are likely to see the UK trend continue 

throughout the year. We continue to meet with the managers of our carefully selected UK Equity Income 

funds and have received reassurance that the funds are positioned to avoid these sectors where cuts are 

most prevalent. We are aware that income growth will be modest this year and that the dividend for some 

funds could be flat year on year especially because positioning to capture longer term dividend growth 

has taken place in some cases. On the positive side this income growth should outstrip the market as a 

whole and we also have exposure to Global Equity Income funds where the outlook for income growth is 

smoother.      

 

US 

 

The US economy remains a relative bright spot compared to risks in areas like China.  Nevertheless, 

upward pressure on the US dollar in late 2015 and early 2016 has caused a mild earnings recession for 

the S&P 500. Combined with the fact that valuations remain relatively high and the political risks inherent 

in the US presidential election we continue to keep a close eye on our US exposure, although we believe 

that it remains a sound long term choice.   

Europe 
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Greece has muddled through yet another bailout and the ongoing issues there seem to be a sideshow 

now that quantitative easing has been introduced to Europe rather than a make or break affair.  

 

Supportive ECB policy has driven inflows to Europe, but lacklustre growth and the slow pace of structural 

change mean that we remain cautious and favour funds with a very selective approach centred upon 

good quality, defensive businesses.  

 

Asia and Emerging Markets 

 

Ratings agency Standard & Poors recently reported that the ability of state owned enterprises in China to 

service their debt fell to the lowest level since 1992. Chinese debt is now over 250% of GDP, making it 

highly unlikely that the recent flooding of the Chinese economy with lending is sustainable. We retain a 

cautious view of the Asia Pacific region based on funds which are highly selective in their stock choices 

and which only invest in high quality companies with good corporate governance.  

 

Emerging market stocks and debt have enjoyed a rally after hitting multi-year lows in the first quarter of 

2016; this is a good indication of the volatility inherent in these investments, which we would like to avoid. 

We continue to prefer to access long term emerging market growth indirectly through exposure to 

developed world multi-national companies that do business in these markets.   

 

Bonds and Cash 

 

Prolonged extraordinary monetary policy in the form of quantitative easing and negative interest rates in 

some countries has had serious implications for bond markets. Around $8 trillion of global government 

bonds now have negative yields and in some countries this has also spilled over into the corporate arena, 

for instance, in Switzerland 76% of all bonds with a maturity of 10 years or less are trading at a negative 

yield whilst in Japan the figure is 66%. This is a peculiar situation, whereby investors are effectively 

prepared to pay for others to borrow money but solvency regulations and liability matching requirements 

are forcing some pension and insurance funds into purchases of these bonds.  

 

Risk in the US corporate bond market has increased. According to Bank of America, recovery rates on 

defaulted bonds have dropped to 29% from 44% in 2014. This was the inevitable consequence of the 

expansion of high yield “covenant lite” (i.e. relatively unsecured) lending in recent years. Energy sector 

bonds as a whole are under pressure and Exxon Mobil has lost its AAA bond rating in recent weeks. 

Microsoft and Johnson and Johnson are now the only US corporates to retain a triple A credit rating.  

 

We remain negative regarding bonds as an asset class based on high valuations, correspondingly low 

yields, increasing default risks in some corporate sectors and untested liquidity for corporate bonds 

across the spectrum. Increased energy prices and other factors are feeding through into consumer prices 

and core inflation has actually been rising over the last 12 months in the US, the UK and Japan. An 

increase in inflation could prove the catalyst for a sell off in bond markets.  

 

In very uncertain times it remains crucial in our view that in addition to investing in good quality equities 

comparatively high cash balances are retained despite the prevailing low rates of interest available.  

 

Alan Torevell and Georgina Ogilvie-Jones  
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